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The perfect mix of comfort, towing capacity and sheer V8 grunt, the Y62 Nissan Patrol has earned its reputation as a solid off-
roader. However powering such a large, heavy vehicle can compromise on performance and efficiency, and that’s where Torqit has 
developed a product range to safely and effectively address the key problem areas. For the ultimate Y62 performance upgrade, we 
recommend combining Torqit’s products for maximum results. 

Torqit’s Y62 Performance Exhaust eliminates the restrictions of a 
stock exhaust to create a balanced yet powerful V8 note without 
cabin drone. Suited to models from 2013 onwards, the system runs 
from twin 3” pipes into a single 3” tailpipe, and is designed to:

If your Patrol has been remapped, heavily modified, or upgraded 
with a supercharger/turbocharger, Torqit’s high flow catalytic 
converters are a no-brainer for legally increasing your engines 
power output. 

Made up of a honeycomb structure of precious metals inside a 
stainless steel case, Torqit’s cats have a 200 CPSI in comparison 
to the 400 CPSI of a standard cat. The reduced CPSI means the 
cats work harder and faster, providing:

As with Torqit’s Y62 Exhaust, the cats are manufactured from 
premium 304 grade stainless steel and include a 10 year 
product warranty. 

Running from the secondary cats back, Torqit’s Y62 exhaust also 
includes a flex bellow for ease of fitment and will accommodate 
standard aftermarket upgrades such as bash plates, side steps, 
suspension upgrades, aftermarket fuel tanks, tow bars and a 
spare tyre. The exhaust bolts together and comes complete 
with full fitment kit for DIY install. 

High flow catalytic convertors and performance headers are 
also available to further increase power and performance. Find 
out more information below.

  Maximise torque and performance
  Improve fuel economy and maximise energy output
  Deepen vehicle note with 304 grade stainless steel up to 

2mm thick
  Prevent drone with two resonators and two mufflers for a 

balanced note
  Increase exhaust flow and reduce EGT’s and back pressure 

with fully mandrel bent pipe
  Withstand extreme off-roading and rugged terrain

  Increased airflow 
  Extra power and performance
  Improved fuel economy
  Lower temperatures and reduced EGT’s

STEP 1  EXHAUST

STEP 2  HIGH FLOW CATALYTIC CONVERTORS

  Response         Power         Torque         Fuel Efficiency         Note           

Concerned about drone while towing? 
Scan or click the QR code to listen 
to Torqit’s Y62 Exhaust being put 
through its paces while under load. 
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The Pedal Torq reduces throttle lag so that your Y62 Patrol is quicker off the mark and has smoother gear changes. This increase in 
response is particularly noticeable when overtaking and towing, helping improve handling and control of the Patrol’s heavy body-
on-chassis construction. Potential fuel savings are an added bonus - particularly when cruising long distances at a constant speed. 
We have two options to remove sluggish behaviour and enhance the drivability of the Patrol: the Pedal Torq or Pedal Torq Plus.

Torqit’s Performance Exhaust Headers for the Y62 Patrol help 
increase the flow of exhaust gases from the engine. By providing 
a more evenly balanced and efficient route for the gases to 
escape, headers produce:

STEP 4  PEDAL TORQ

STEP 3  PERFORMANCE EXHAUST HEADERS 

PEDAL TORQ

PEDAL TORQ PLUS

  Five modes with 30 settings

  Personalise response with Intelligent Mode,  
which adapts to your driving style

  Hardwired with easy dash mount control

  5 year product warranty

  Eight modes with over 60 settings

  Bluetooth connected with wireless control

  Immobilise vehicle with Anti-Theft Mode

  5 year product warranty

Scan or click the QR code to listen to how each mode changes your vehicle’s response. 
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Torqit’s headers are also finished with a Turbo X Ceramic Coating 
which is rated to 1000 degrees. The coating allows the headers 
to withstand extreme temperatures for long term protection 
and performance, plus helps maintain the sleek appearance. 

  A significant boost in power
  A louder note
  Increased engine and fuel efficiency
  Reduced engine temperatures and backpressure 

For maximum results and savings, we recommend combining Torqit’s Y62 Product Range for the ultimate full performance upgrade. 
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Scan or click the QR code for more information on Torqit’s Y62 Nissan Patrol product range
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“After doing some extensive research I decided to purchase a Torqit exhaust for my Y62 Patrol. Very happy with my 
decision. The build quality and after sales service are excellent. Regularly get comments on how good it sounds! Also glad 
to support a local business which was an added bonus.”  -  J.Howarth 

“The most professional and courteous company that I’ve had the pleasure of dealing with. They transformed a very quiet 
brand new 2020 Nissan Patrol V8 into a very distinctive rumbling beast when you want to hear the sound of a V8, balanced 
with a very respectful sound when cruising on the freeway - not too loud just perfect. The workmanship is exceptional 
with a full explanation provided of how the exhaust system was hand manufactured. Highly recommended.”  -  G.Timbs

“Installed the 3 inch stainless exhaust to my y62 patrol, rapt with the quality, sound and power… also a genuine DIY kit. 
Old exhaust removed and new in within 3 hours. Great product”  -  L.Van Gulick 

TESTIMONIALS
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Y62 NISSAN PATROL IMAGE GALLERY
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NOTES

Product Quantity Price

TOTAL PRICE

NISSAN PATROL Y62 5.6L SERIES 1 – SERIES 5
2013- CURRENT

23/12/21
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